
• Internet service with Ethernet termination
• Symmetrical bandwidth (i.e., same speed up/down)
• Speeds between 10Mbps to 10Gbps and higher
• Default or BGP routing
• IPv4 and IPv6 address space support

• Rural businesses with need for high-speed internet 
performance

• Medium and Large Enterprises
• Education / Local Government
• Rural ISPs and Wireless Internet Service Providers 

(WISP)

Product Brief

Key Benefits

Service Details Supported Businesses

Dedicated Internet
Access (DIA)

FiberLight provides increased reliability, symmetrical 
bandwidth, and protected architecture so your 
business can focus on satisfying customers rather than 
managing a slow, unreliable internet service.
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As traffic traversing the internet continues to increase, 
businesses are requiring a more scalable, reliable, 
high performing dedicated internet service to optimally 
run their operations between their LAN and the public 
internet. Whether you’re a medium-sized business or 
a large enterprise, finding an internet service provider 
with a reliable network, dependable customer service, 
and a low latency connection to the internet is vital to 
keeping your business running smoothly. 

Improved Performance
• Fully guaranteed bandwidth and low latency enabling 

improved application performance and user experience. 

Deploy Faster Speeds
• Choose the symmetrical bandwidth to support your 

business and access to cloud-based services now and 
into the future with easily scalable bandwidth options up 
to 10 Gbps and more.

Increase Reliability
• Run your business without interruption on a protected 

fiber connection with service backed by multiple tier 1 
internet providers, enabling more efficient IP routing and 
ensuring traffic reaches its intended destination quickly.

Diversity
• Fiber network that is separate from utility telecom 

network and cable operators to enable separation of the 
last mile transport of Internet and creating a fully diverse 
Internet infrastructure for your business.

Experience High-Touch Support
• NOC availability 24/7/365 for a quick response, helping 

ensure maximum internet service uptime for your critical 
business operations. 
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Your Network
Is In Good Hands

For more than 20 years, FiberLight has led the industry in designing, building, and operating world-class fiber networks in over 430 U.S. 
cities and provides unmatched service to enterprises in densely populated metroplexes, hyperscalers in fast-growth technology hubs, and 
local governments, school districts, and healthcare systems in rural communities. Known as “the carrier’s carrier,” FiberLight owns 19,000+ 
route miles of dark and lit networks, which are among the industry’s most robust with the capability to provide the reliability, resilience, and 
flexibility customers need for growth. Backed by Morrison & Co, FiberLight continues to deliver innovative fiber network solutions to meet 
the next generation of demands from the evolving digital economy. For more information please visit www.fiberlight.com.

844.509.0775   |   info@fiberlight.com

We are always working with new clients who will require 
additional network connections into the Carrier-1 facility. 

FiberLight is at the top of our list to either resell their services or 
recommend for direct services. 

Trey Berndt
Executive Vice President, Carrier-1 Data Centers

With 20 years of dedicated experience designing, engineering, 
and optimizing large-scale fiber networks, you can trust our 
regional expertise and enjoy high touch, personalized account 
management and dependable customer service. Plus, take 
advantage of new fiber—built in the last three to four years—

diverse from ILEC and Cable MSO providers on a fully owned, 
operated, and managed network, built completely through 
organic growth.  Choose a stable provider with the flexibility to 
partner with you to design the network you need to take your 
business to the next level. 
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